CALMING STRATEGIES
~

Have child lay on a rug, mattress or floor and pile pillows, blankets or stuffed animals on top.
This provides deep pressure and neutral warmth - both calming, sensory inpue-« .
Rocking slowly and rhythmically in a rocking chair in your lap or alone. Variations of this ..
include holding the child close to you ( if they are able to tolerate close contact) and rocking
back and forth or side to side while seated or standing.
Some children will calm in response to continuous background noise, such as a dryer or
clothes washer running in the next room. Also, placing the child on the dryer and wrapping
them in a heavy blanket can be calming, by providing the continuous "soft" noise, vibration
of the dryer,
warmth from dryer and blanket and deep pressure from the hea~1anket.
,
Try having the child lay on a blanket on the floor, and slowly pull them around on the floor.
Slow movement is soothing and the child is also receiving deep pressure input from his/hef
body's contact With the floor.
Onr: the child is comfortable with the blanket you may want to try slow, rhythmical
._
swi..~oingin it, by having one person hold onto each end and gently swing the child between
you.
Tight wrapping in a blanket for 3-5 minutes also provides calming deep pressure and neutral
warmth input. Be sure your voice remains calm and soothing also. You may hold the child
Sn your lap while they are wrapped up, or you may have them lie on the floor.
)ucking and blowing something can also be very soothing and this can be added to any of the
strategies if attention is paid to safety and prevention of choking, etc. Things to try include
ce, chunks of popsicle, etc. Teethers or chewers can also be used to provide catming and
)rganizing input for children who seek this by biting or chewing on less appropriate thins.
.rnall spaces are calming. You may want to establish such a "quiet place" for the child to
.alrn him/her. ,This also encourages the child to seek out calming input on their own, once
{ley are able to recognize when they are becoming overstimulated, by providing them with a
onsistent means of decreasing the amount of stimulation in their environment.
'osition the child comfortably on their back. Apply lotion or powder slowly, with deep
ressure (firm touch) over the entire body. Children's responses to this vary. Try to
etermine (over several trials) where the best place to start is (i.e., feet vs. hands; arms vs.
~gsl id then slowly work your way over the child's body.
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Lower or dim the lights.
Play soft, soothing music.
Keep your voice calm and quiet.
Water play in a bathtub or sink is soothing to some children.s-c-

It is best to introduce these activities or suggestions at a time when the child is not. upset or
overstimulated. This will make the initial introduction positive and the chances of positive
~ results higher when the activity is used subsequently as acalmer,

REMEMBER:
Children will respond differently to different input, depending on their ownunique nervous
system. VariabiIity within their nervous system may produce different reactions to different
input from day to day, or even hour to hour. Try the suggestions several times, and do what
works for each particular child, at that given time. Over time, specific techniques will me~e
as the most successful for a given child.
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QUALITIES THAT MAKE INPUT CALMING OR ALTERING

_1
Vestibular
(Involves movement of the head
through space-can be in a linear,
angular, or rotating direction)

Fast
Jerky
Changing directions
Add visual with it
Angular movement
Head inverting
Movement in suspended equipment

Proprioceptive
(Involves movement, compression
or stretch at a joint)

Fast paced
Quick changes
Unexpected changes
Janing orjerking
Stops or starts abruptly

.~

Rhythmic
Linear movement in one direction
Eyes righted with horizon
Using grounded equipment

Joint compression
Slow stretch
Heavy resistance
Sustained resistance
Slowly alternating push/pull
Pressure touch
Tight wrap
Firm stroking over large are~
Familiar and predicted
Soothing or comforting
Source is smooth to the touch
Source is warm to the touch
Source 'has simple shape
Source is rounded ~Source is dull or blunt
Wann or hot environment

Tactile
(Involves any kind of touch, or
movement of hair, any place on
the body)

Light touch
Unexpected
Dabbing or poky in nature
In the area of the face
Approaching or on the head
Moves hair
Source is rough in texture
Source is cold to the touch
Source has intricate shape
Source has sharp comers
Source is sharp
Cold or cool environment

Visual

Stimulates peripheral vision
Unexpected visual stimuli
Bright colors or lights .
Red/yellow shades
Black on white
White on black
Changing or moving
Patterns of light from unexpected sources
Contrasts to what has been

Any stimulation tend to be alerting
what first presented. but if it
remains constant, has a rhythmic
pattern, or has a subdued quality,
it can be calming
Blue/green shades
Dim or dark
Familiar
Predictable

Auditory

Unexpected
Loud
Complex or mixed
Pronounced

Expected or familiar
Quiet
Gentle rhythm
Simple
Melodic or sing-song

Olf'actory

All odors tend to be alerting

Familiar odors which can be
associated with pleasurable and
comforting experiences,
interactions, or people

Changes in Routines and
Interactions

Give the child fir»: hug«
and gene.rally avoid ligtu
touch. Do 'not tickle the
child.

Adaplh:~gthe Environment
There should be a wide
variety ofactivities
available for the chMd to
chooseindependentiy.

PI!lY and Leisure Activities
It is important 10 develop tl
dlild's interests ill activities
'thaI win provide long term
access .to henlthy sensory
input.

Make sure to use pressure brushing.and joint compression before
srressfulsituations
occurvThese
might Include before and after
clothing changes, bath/showers,
hair washing or cutting, before
exposure to crowds, etc.
-Pr~pat'e the c!hild for upcoming activiities QYdescribing what is
geingto be happening and ta'lk about possible ways ,Qif dealing with
events. fHdlp the child learn words to describe hisrher feelings. Talk
about past events ~hat were traumatic anti! re-frame the memories with
awareness ofthe role sensory defensiveness played.
aMeal time should be preceded by thejprogram for oral defensiveness if lhat is present. Straws for resistive sucking are Ihelpful.
Foods that present an oral motor challenge are good to include .at
meals and for-snacks. Note preferences forbiting, chewing, sucking,
licking. Some of these will be very organizing for the child and will
be a way for them to becomecalm
and focused.
-Berlltimt! should 'be at the same time each night. Respect tbJe
child'sneed to pile on heavy blankets, fill thebedwith stuffed animals,
etc. Specific calming routines should be used,
-Tooth brushing If oral defensiveness is present, prepare the
roof of the mouth with pressure before brushing. An Interplak Of
electric toothbrush has been ihelpful For some children,
A major goal iSlt(!) help tne child understand his/her own sensory
needs and learn to choose oonstruetive activiries.
•Hideouts. (see page. 1 ID The use of this space is more effecti ve
if it is filled with pillows or bean bag chairs and has baskets of mouth
toys, books and objects for hand and! finger play.
«The child's play areacan include mcmy of it hefollowing options:
mini trampoline, old mattresseszoox springs for jumping: therapy
balls of varieus sizes, "hjppity hop'tball for bouncing; suspended
equipment hung from swing sets, trees, ceiling hooks (consult therapist for details and precautions); defective waterbedmanresses can be
repaired and filled with air (play should be supervised); sand bags can
be made of scrap cloth, ,dId socks, etc.; hugepillows can be made b~
stitching two sheets together and ifimng wj~h foam rubber scraps;
foam mats and futon mattresses.make
good tunnels and ell" be used
for people sandwiches; varieties ,olf toys activated by blowing .and
Slicking can be collected or purchased in kits.
These are a few activities found useful by 'others: horseback
~iding, bike riding, gymnastics and manial arts with lnf(!)rtrnedinstructors; 'back packing, rockclirribing,
snow sportsplaying
a wind! or
brass inSllfl1melllt. Reading, computer games, listening to music can
become a way to shut out the 'World and feel safe, but should not

replace partlclpanon in other more physical activiities.
Ie

